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                           Welcome to the Enchanting Land of India! 
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23 Day LUXURY INDIA ADVENTURE forWOMEN 

Hosted by Paula Perlmutar Oretsky  

 

November 09, 2021 - December 1, 2021  
Price per person based on double occupancy CAD $8,170 x 88% = $7189 PP.  

Taxes Additional $489.00 PP 

Own Private Room  CAD $10,670.00 x87% = $9389  

Taxes Additional  CAD $489.00 PP 

 
Discount of 12% on the above price subject to receiving your tour deposit before August 27, 
2020. (Your discounted price will be CAD $7189 per person plus taxes) 

RESERVE TODAY WITH A FULLY REFUNDABLE DEPOSIT until July 31, 2021 
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EXPLORING 
 

Delhi-Agra-Fatehpur Sikri-Tiger Reserve-Jaipur-Varanasi-Kochi-Munnar-Thekkady-Alleppey Backwaters  
 
Have you always wanted to travel to India but not sure where to start? The India Luxury Adventure                  
for Women has been designed just for you! This 23-day tour has everything that the adventurous                
traveler can imagine as you explore the riches of Rajasthan to the healing and mystical lands of                 
South India. Stay in the comfort of Five Star hotels and be transported in total comfort. This tour is                   
sure to sell out quickly, as there is limited capacity. Call us today to book this fabulous, small group                   
tour of India.  
 
INCLUDES: 

● International round-trip airfare & domestic airfare within the programme  

● Direct flight from Toronto aboard Air Canada, Escorted airport transfers 

● Accommodation based on double occupancy,  5 star hotels and resort stay in National Park  

● Daily breakfast and dinner, plus 5 lunches throughout the program  

● Extensive sightseeing as described, including all entrance fees 

● Private Elephant Ride at Amber Fort in Jaipur 

● Premium Houseboat Backwater Cruise in Alleppey including full board 

● Services of an accompanying Explore India Tour Director  

● Air Conditioned coach transportation throughout your trip  

● Bottled water and snacks available during all sightseeing tours 
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TOUR HIGHLIGHTS 

● Senses awaken as you enjoy authentic cultural experiences of India throughout the tour. 

● Travel with a group of like-minded women seeking an adventure 

● Opportunities to meet Indian women and visit women’s empowerment programmes 

● Witness the breath-taking transformation of the Taj Mahal as the sun rises over the 

majestic Mughal structure. Visit the splendor of the Red Fort 

● You will be mesmerized as you experience an evening Aarti with a Hindu priest. 

● Once in a lifetime experience of a Yoga session with a Hindu priest and certified yoga 

instructor in the holy city of Varanasi. Plus other yoga classes. 

● Take an exhilarating bicycle rickshaw ride through the historic back lanes of Old Delhi. 

● Spot the elusive tigers of Ranthambore National Park with the help of a Naturalist/Guide. 

● Travel like a Maharaja upon the seat of the majestic elephant to the top of Amber Fort 

● Learn some Bollywood dance steps like you see in the movies. 

● Visit markets and have some fabulous shopping experiences. 

● Visit Kochi, a major city in South India, which borders on the Arabian Sea.  

● Visit a tea plantation in Munnar where we learn about the cultural, historical, and 

economic significance of tea in South India.  

● Embark on an exciting voyage aboard the famous houseboats of Kerala where we spend 

the night gazing at the stars as we float along the backwaters of this incredible land. This 

journey to Kerala is a great opportunity to relax and enjoy the serenity of this coastal 

paradise while at the same time be intrigued and entertained by the experiences available to 

you. 

● Delight fills the air as you enjoy a cultural folk dance performance in Kochi 
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DETAILED PROGRAM 

WED, NOVEMBER 10, 2021: ARRIVE IN INDIA NEW DELHI BY AIR CANADA 
Welcome to Delhi, a city that bridges two different worlds. Old Delhi, once the capital of Islamic                 
India, is a labyrinth of narrow lanes lined with crumbling havelis and formidable mosques. In               
contrast, the imperial city of New Delhi created by the British Raj is composed of spacious,                
tree-lined avenues and imposing government buildings. 

You will be greeted by an Explore India representative at the airport and then taken to the hotel.                  
Overnight stay in Delhi 
 
Hotel: ITC Sheraton, New Delhi  

 
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 2021: DELHI  

This first day is meant to be an opportunity to relax and adjust after the long flight. 
Enjoy a leisurely breakfast at the hotel.  Optional tour offered in the afternoon. 

 
National Gallery of Modern Art: The Gallery is the premier 
institution of its kind in India. The gallery is a repository of the 
cultural  ethos of the country and showcases the changing art 
forms through the passage of the last hundred and fifty years 
starting from about 1857 in the field of visual and plastic arts. 
 
 
 
 

 
The Lotus Temple, located in Delhi, India, is a Baháʼí House 
of Worship that was dedicated in December 1986. Notable for 
its flowerlike shape, it has become a prominent attraction in 
the city. Like all Baháʼí Houses of Worship, the Lotus Temple 
is open to all, regardless of religion or any other qualification. 
 
Return to hotel after sightseeing 
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Hotel: ITC Sheraton, New Delhi 
Meals: Breakfast  
 
FRI. NOV. 12, 2021: OLD DELHI | RICKSHAW RIDE | JAMA MOSQUE | HUMAYUN’S TOMB & HINDU 
TEMPLE 

After breakfast we will tour past the India Gate (the war memorial dedicated to the martyrs of 
World War I), the President’s Palace and the Parliament 
House and the Secretariat buildings. 
 
We begin exploring Old Delhi by visiting the Jama 
Mosque, built by the Mughal Emperor, Shah Jahan in 
1656. Then we ride a bicycle rickshaw through the 
narrow lanes of Chandni Chowk, the spine of Old Delhi 
that houses the spice market and jeweler’s lane.  We will 
drive past the Red Fort (UNESCO World Heritage Site). 

Next, we will visit Akshardham Temple, Swaminarayan Akshardham in New Delhi epitomizes 
10,000 years of Indian culture in all its breathtaking 
grandeur, beauty, wisdom and bliss. It brilliantly 
showcases the essence of India’s ancient architecture, 
traditions and timeless spiritual messages. The 
Akshardham experience is an enlightening journey 
through India’s glorious art, values and contributions for 
the progress, happiness and harmony of mankind. 

Later we will visit Humayun’s tomb. Emperor Humayun’s was the second Mughal Emperor of 
India. The tomb was built by his widow in 1569-70, 14 years after his death, at a cost of 1.5 million 
rupees.  

Hotel: ITC Sheraton, New Delhi 
Meals: Breakfast & Dinner 
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 2021: DELHI 
After breakfast we will visit the UNESCO World Heritage site Qutab Minar, located in the district 

of South Delhi, this magnificent monument in red and buff sandstone is 
the highest tower in India. Built in the early 13th century, the surrounding 
archaeological area contains funerary buildings, notably the magnificent 
Alai-Darwaza Gate, the masterpiece of Indo-Muslim art (built in 1311), 
and two mosques, including the Quwwatu’l-Islam, the oldest in northern 
India, built of materials reused from some 20 Brahman temples.  

 

Next, you will visit The Sikh Temple locally called Gurduwara Bangla Sahib. This is the most 
prominent Sikh Temple of worship and is known for its 
association with the eighth Sikh Guru and the pond inside 
its complex. You will also get an opportunity to visit 
Langar, the term used in Sikhism for the community 
kitchen in a Gurdwara where a free meal is served to all 
the visitors, without distinction of religion, caste, gender, 
economic status or ethnicity. Every single day of the year 
between 20,000 and 30,000 hot, vegetarian meals are 
prepared and served. All of the produce, spices, and other 

ingredients are donated and all of the people preparing, serving, and cleaning up afterwards are all 
volunteers. 

If you wish to donate 2 hours of your time for volunteering at the Sikh 
temple to help make chapati (Indian flat bread) this can be arranged in 
advance.  

Enjoy your dinner at Kwality restaurant in Connaught place.  
 
Hotel: ITC Sheraton, New Delhi 
Meals: Breakfast & Dinner 
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SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 2021: DELHI – AGRA | (BY GATIMAAN EXPRESS TRAIN: 0810-0950 HRS.) 
INDIAN RAILWAY EXPERIENCE 
Early morning transfer to Hazrat Nizamuddin Railway station to board India’s fastest train to Agra,               
the city of the famous Taj Mahal. Upon arrival you will be received by Explore India Journeys                 
representative and transfer to the hotel to use facilities. Later proceed to visit Agra Fort. 

Agra has a rich history, reflected in its numerous monuments dotted in and around the city. The                 
earliest citation for Agra comes from the mythological era,         
where the epic Mahabharata refers to Agra as ‘Agravana’         
meaning paradise in Sanskrit. It was when Shah Jahan ascended          
the Mughal throne that Agra reached the zenith of architectural          
beauty. 

Red Fort, which was built by Emperor Akbar in 1565, and 
additions were made up until the time of his grandson, Shah 
Jahan. It contains the hall of public and private audiences 
amongst many other beautiful structures.  The afternoon is free 
to be spent as you wish. 

This afternoon enjoy a Yoga session for 45 minutes and unwind your stress, and purify your soul. 

Hotel: Trident By Oberoi  
Meals: Packed breakfast, Lunch, Dinner  

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 2021: AGRA | SUNRISE VISIT TO MESMERIZING TAJ MAHAL 
We start our day at sunrise with a visit to one 
of the most incredible monuments ever built 
in the world, The Taj Mahal which is a 
mausoleum made of white marble, the 
monument of love.  It was built between 1631 
and 1648 by order Mughal emperor Shah 
Jahan in memory of his wife.  
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Later in the day enjoy a cup of coffee at Sheroes Café Hangout. This bright and welcoming café 
is run by survivors of acid attacks. It is the story of how these strong women were brutally attacked, 
often by their own family members, but have overcome their scars and fears to speak out against 
this violence through working together and, through their business, educating the public about 
familial and non-familial violence against women.  

Sunset viewing at Mehtab Bagh the park, originally built by Emperor Babur as the last in a series                  
of 11 parks on the Yamuna’s east bank view of the Taj is in the early evening when its white marble                     
and minarets turn pink under the setting sun. 
 
Hotel: Trident By Oberoi  
Meals: Packed breakfast, Lunch, Dinner  

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 2021: AGRA | FATEHPUR SIKRI | RANTHAMBORE (BY SURFACE: APPROX. 6 ½ 
HRS. DRIVE) 

After breakfast, you will be driven to Ranthambore, visiting Fatehpur Sikri enroute. 

Fatehpur Sikri, built by Emperor Akbar in 1569, was the          
old capital of the Moghuls, which was abandoned after 15          
years due to scarcity of water.  

Lunch at a local restaurant before we continue our drive. 

The Ranthambore National Park is equally rich in flora.         
Trees like Banyan, Dhok, Mango and Pipal are in         

abundance. Shallow lakes, gentle slopes and plateaus dominate the landscape of the park. 

Dinner and overnight at the hotel.  

Hotel: Tigress Spa & Resort 
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner  
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WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 2021: RANTHAMBORE | IN SEARCH OF BENGAL TIGER  
Your day will begin with pre-dawn coffee and biscuits before setting off on an early morning 

game drive in search of the elusive Royal Bengal Tiger. 
Return to the hotel for breakfast.  

After a leisurely breakfast, we will visit Dastkar 
Ranthambore.  It was created to give local artisans, 
primarily women, an opportunity to train and develop 
handmade ethically-produced crafts. The purpose is to 
improve the economic and social status of the villagers. 

In the late afternoon, we will return to the park for 
another game drive, ending our day just before sunset. Dinner at the hotel.  
 
Hotel: Tigress Spa & Resort 
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner 

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 2021: RANTHAMBORE | JAIPUR (BY SURFACE: APPROX. 4 HRS. DRIVE) 

Breakfast at the hotel, Morning free to relax 
 
After lunch you will be driven to Jaipur. On our way we will visit a local village to experience the 
day to day beauty of rural India. You will have the opportunity to chat with the locals who will be 
very happy to have the opportunity to sit and chat with someone from such a faraway land. Arrive 
and check in at your hotel.  
 
Jaipur, which is known all over the world as the ‘Pink City’. Jaipur will amaze you with the 
architecture and planning of both its old and new cities. Experience how the city explodes into a 
kaleidoscope of colours and sounds at every corner. Jaipur is an excellent place to shop for textiles 
and designer jewelry. 
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Dinner and overnight at the hotel 

Hotel: Trident By Oberoi  
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner 

 

 

 

 

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 2021: JAIPUR | AMBER FORT | RIDE AN ELEPHANT & CITY PALACE  
Early morning enjoy a Yoga session for 45 minutes and unwind your stress, and purify your soul 
with your famous Yoga Teacher. 

 After breakfast we visit the magnificent Amber Fort, situated on the outskirts of Jaipur, and we 
go up the hill riding on the back of an elephant. Later, 
we proceed for a city tour and stop for a photo at the 
Hawa Mahal, the ‘Palace of the Winds’. This afternoon 
free time for shopping.  Later explore the vibrant 
colourful markets of the city for buying traditional Jutis, 
Bangles, Dupattas, Sarees, Scarves etc. 
 
In the evening, enjoy an authentic dinner experience with 
a cultural Rajasthani traditional dance and music 
performance at Hotel Narain Niwas Palace.  

Hotel: Trident By Oberoi  
Meals: Breakfast, Dinner 
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 2021: JAIPUR  
After breakfast visit City Palace Museum which has a priceless collection of antiques, costumes 
and armory of the Mughals and Rajputs including swords of different shapes and sizes with chiseled 
handles. Then we continue to the Jantar Mantar Observatory which was built in the early 1700s 
by Maharaja Jai Singh II, the great warrior-astronomer, to which this city owes its name. 

This afternoon we will enjoy Bollywood dance at a local dance academy. Slip into a costume and 
get your groove on as you learn the moves to three to four different Indian dance styles, including 
Punjabi Bhangra. The purpose of Bollywood dance is to tell a story or send out a message.  

Rest of the day free to relax 

Hotel: Trident By Oberoi  
Meals: Breakfast, Dinner 

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 2021: JAIPUR- VARANASI (BY FLIGHT: TBA) 

After breakfast, you will be transferred to Jaipur’s airport to board 
the flight to Varanasi. Upon arrival you will be met and transferred 
to the hotel for check in. 
 
Varanasi - the religious capital of Hinduism formerly known as          
Banaras during British Raj. Varanasi is home to one of the world’s            
most ancient cultures and is the oldest living city of India and home             
to one of the worlds’ most time-honoured and mysterious cultures          
dating back to 5000 years. Its present name is derived from the fact             
that the city is at the confluence of the rivers Varuna & Asi.  
 
Hotel: Taj Ganges 
Meals: Breakfast, Dinner 
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MONDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 2021: VARANASI BATHING CEREMONY |  EXPLORE SARNATH  
In the early morning we leave for a boat ride on the Ganges to see the bathing Ghats (river bank) 

and cremation site.  We will watch the sunrise on the 
riverfront from a boat which can be a spiritually uplifting 
sight. Life on the Ghats is bound in an endless string of 
rituals; ever-changing aspects of the river and the wide 
landscapes throughout have fascinated visitors from all over 
the world. Enroute, visit the ancient Banaras Hindu 
University followed by a visit to Bharat Mata 
Temple, you can find a large India map made out of marble. 
Return to the hotel for breakfast. 

In the afternoon we enjoy a guided excursion to Sarnath which is the centre of Buddhist learning                 
and the buried Buddhist city where Buddha preached his first sermon. After attaining enlightenment              
at Bodh Gaya, the Buddha went to Sarnath and it was here that he preached his first discourse in the                    
deer park and set in motion the ‘Wheel of the Dharma’. It is one of the most holy sites as it is                      
believed that in this place the stream of the Buddha’s teaching first flowed. Sarnath was a renowned                 
school of learning from the 16th century BC to the 12th century AD. Visit the ruins, the stupa, the                   
Buddhist temple and the museum. At the museum is the Ashok Pillar with its four guardian lions,                 
used as independent India’s national emblem. 

In the early evening we will take a close look at the banks of the Ganges to witness the devotional                    
ceremony of Aarti performed by thousands of devout Hindus, listen to the chanted prayers as the                
rhythmic drumming fills the air and bells ring from temples across the Holy Ganges. (This               
ceremony will be witnessed from the land right on the banks of Holy Ganges)  

Dinner and overnight stay in the hotel 
 
Hotel: Taj Ganges 
Meals: Breakfast & Dinner 
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TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 2021: VARANASI – KOCHI (FLIGHT: TBA) 
Enjoy an early morning yoga session for 45 minutes to remove your stress and purify your body and 
soul. This class will be with a Hindu priest and a famous yoga teacher. Breakfast at your hotel.  

In time transfer to Varanasi airport to board our flight for Kochi. 

Upon arrival, our representative will greet you at Kochi Airport and then transfer to the hotel. Rest 
of the day at your leisure. This hotel has a rooftop 
swimming pool and bar. 
 
Kochi, the queen of the Arabian Sea is one of the most 
interesting cities of India and has one of the finest 
natural harbors in the world. A root-conscious people 
of Kerala have preserved their past not only in the form 
of history books but also in the form of monuments and 
palaces. Places, palaces and institutions of historic 

value are being preserved conscientiously. 

Dinner and overnight at hotel 

Hotel: Fragrant Nature 
Meals: Breakfast & Dinner 

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 2021: KOCHI | MUNNAR (APPROX. 4 HRS. DRIVE)  

After breakfast, drive to Munnar, the place where the unfolded green carpet is waiting for you. 
Munnar is breathtakingly beautiful, a haven of peace and tranquility – the idyllic tourist destination 
in God’s own country. Munnar is the gateway of Hills in South India. Munnar was the favored 
summer resort of the erstwhile British rulers in the colonial days On the way you can also watch the 
adoraan experience not to be missed. A walk along the tea plantations will refresh your mind, body 
and soul. 

Hotel: Fragrant Nature 
Meals: Breakfast & Dinner.  
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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 25, 2021: MUNNAR SIGHTSEEING  

After leisurely breakfast proceed for a sightseeing tour of Munnar. You will visit the Eravikulam 
National Park where you can see the rare mountain goats locally 
called the Nilgiri Tahr and you will also visit the Tata Tea Museum. 
Proceed to Mattupetty Dam site and Kundala which offers many 
alluring sights to enjoy. Kundala is a picturesque town located at the 
confluence of three mountain streams namely Mudrapuzha, 
Nallathanni and Kundala. Stop by to see the colourful flowers in the 
Blossom Garden. 

Hotel: Fragrant Nature 
Meals: Breakfast & Dinner 

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 2021: MUNNAR – THEKKADY (APPROX. 3 HRS. HOURS DRIVE)  

After breakfast we leave for Thekkady. Upon arrival, we check –in at the hotel.  

In the afternoon we will enjoy a spice plantation 
tour, the wealth of spices of India. The appetizing 
flavors and the intoxicating aroma of spices need to 
be experienced to see the reason for the temptation. 
Thekkady cultivates spices in their blissful weather 
and location. Owing to a number of lush green 
spice plantations, it is undoubtedly the heartland of 
spices.  

Time to relax or enjoy a swim. 

Hotel: Green Wood Resort  
Meals: Breakfast & Dinner 
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 2021: THEKKADY – ALLEPPEY (APPROX. 3 HOURS DRIVE) 

After breakfast, you will be driven to the boat Jetty in Alleppey to board the beautifully decorated                 
houseboats and begin the enchanting backwater cruising.       
The backwaters of Kerala are unique. A glide in a          
“Kettuvallam” (houseboat) through the enchanting     
backwaters is sure to rob your heart. Sparkling emerald         
green backwaters, coir-laden houseboats and magical      
beauty heals your mind and body as you travel. Please          
note: Air-condition will be in operational during sleeping        
hours from 9pm – 9am 

House Boat: Xandari Riverscapes Premium Houseboat  
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner aboard houseboat 

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 2021: ALLEPPEY – KOCHI (2 HOURS APPROX.) WALKING TOUR 

After breakfast, disembark from the houseboat and proceed to Kochi. 
 
In the afternoon, we will enjoy a walking tour that gives you a glimpse into Cochin’s rich 
history and heritage, displaying the mixed Dutch, Portuguese, British and Jewish influences that 
make the city unique. We will visit the old quarter of Fort Kochi, exploring the quaint streets of this 
city on foot.and enjoy some amazing street food experiences. We will also visit Fort Kochi’s 
seaside promenade, and get a glimpse of daily life in Kochi. 

In the evening we will be entertained at the Greenix Show. The Greenix show is a kaleidoscope of 
Indian classical art forms and martial arts. Showcasing magnificent vignettes of Kerala’s rich 
cultural traditions, Kaleidoscope Kerala is an exclusive, uniquely choreographed repertoire of live 
classical dance and music. Performed in a heritage theatre with legendary ritualistic folk invocations 
as well as martial arts, you will be delighted with this entertaining performance 

Hotel: Fragrant Nature  
Meals: Breakfast, lunch & Dinner 
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MONDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 2021: KOCHI 

After breakfast, proceeds for Cochin Sightseeing 
 
Cochin Sightseeing – Paradesi Synagogue, Dutch Palace, St Francis 
Church, built in 1510 by friars brought to India by Vasco da Gama, is 
the first European church built in India and is the site where Vasco da 
Gama was buried.  

Next visit Jewtown for the shop experience. A narrow street between 
Mattancherry Palace and the Synagogue, is a favorite haunt of antique 
hunters. Some of the most pristine and historically relevant artefacts of 
our times have been unearthed by our visitors here. While a huge bronze vessel catches your eye 
first, each of the shops here contains beautiful items with quirky and interesting stories. Later in the 
afternoon, we will enjoy an interactive cooking lesson with Nimmy Paul. Both her husband and 
Nimmy belong to the traditional Syrian Christian community in Kerala. In keeping with the 
tradition of their families, they enjoy having guests and serving them with authentic Kerala style 
food.  
 

Hotel: Fragrant Nature  
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner 

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 2021: KOCHI TO DELHI (BY FLIGHT: TBA)  

After breakfast, you will be transferred to the airport to board a flight to Delhi.  

Meeting & assistance upon arrival at Delhi airport and transfer to your hotel 

Hotel: Novotel, Aerocity, Delhi 
Meals: Breakfast & Dinner 
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WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 01, 2021: DEPART DELHI (BY INT. FLIGHT: TBA) 

In time you will be transferred to Delhi’s International Airport to board the flight back home. 

Farewell India 

Namaste 

**** End of Services**** 

 

EXCLUSIONS:  

� Personal expenses such as tips, laundry, bar bills, phone bills, etc. 
� Any other sightseeing other than mentioned in the program will charge extra. 

Services other than in our inclusion 
 

Deposit at the time of booking is CAD $525.00 per person.  

Deposit fully refundable up until July 31, 2021 

Final payment due is 90 days prior to departure.  
 
Gratuities are an additional $275.00 per person must be paid upon arrival in India directly to your 
tour director. These basic gratuities will cover tour escorts, luggage handling, porters, restaurants, 
drivers and other members providing services. 

 
PASSPORT & VISA INFORMATION: A valid passport is required for all travellers. Your 
passport must be valid for a minimum of 6 months after your date of return and have 2 or 3 blank 
pages.  Visas are required by all travellers from Canada and the U.S. We will provide you with 
all the necessary information to complete your visa application. 
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